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Can you decipher the myriad values that you see when the morning lab results come
back? - Is this value high or low? - Is it a critical value? - Which ones do you need to be
sure get addressed first? -Is your patient at risk if you wait for the physician? Getting
familiar with and interpreting laboratory values can be intimidating. There's always the
fear of messing things up and not being able to meet the patients' health needs. But,
guess what? Familiarizing and interpreting laboratory values don't always have to feel
that way. With the right tips, you'll be able to overcome those fears and complete your
tasks easily. But First, A Warning: Before we go further, let me make something
abundantly clear: This book does not contain a "magic wand" that will bring you instant
knowledge without having to do any work. This book provides in-depth knowledge of
the full spectrum of lab tests used today. But this only works for those who are willing to
apply, take notes, read and re-read the chapters. So with that said, let me tell you... Take Lab Values from random numbers and turning them into functional concepts that
are actually fun ! - Look beyond the numbers and finally understand what the values
mean. Learn an intuitive, multi-dimensional approach to assessing multiple lab tests
and integrating them into your clinical practice. This is not hype, this is what my
audience commonly report
Market: cardiologists and fellows (26,000), second year medical students (18,000/year),
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internal medicine residents (23,000); internists (75,000), family practice clinicians and
residents (55,000); nurse practitioners (50,000), physician assistants (40,000)
Basic Skills in Interpreting Laboratory Data, Fifth Edition, is the classic and most
popular pharmacy laboratory text because it is the only reference on this subject written
by pharmacists, for pharmacists. Students find this guide a clear and useful introduction
to the fundamentals of interpreting laboratory test results. The book enhances the skills
pharmacists need by providing essential information on common laboratory tests used
to screen for or diagnose diseases and monitor the effectiveness and safety of
treatment and disease severity. Each chapter contains learning objectives, case
studies, bibliographies, and charts that summarize the causes of high and low test
results. New for this edition: Updated and expanded Quick View tables in each chapter
now match those in the popular quick-reference, Interpreting Laboratory Data: A Pointof-Care Guide New glossary of acronyms is right up front for a streamlined reference
Normal value ranges of all tests have been standardized by an expert pathologist New
and updated cases in each chapter apply your Basic Skills in clinical situations
Reorganized to highlight the application of concepts by body system, and in special
populations Basic Skills in Interpreting Laboratory Data offers features that will help
pharmacy students not only understand and engage with the material but also will
streamline the transition from classroom to practice setting. After studying with this
trusted text, students and pharmacists will more effectively monitor patient therapy,
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evaluate test results, and improve outcomes through optimal and focused
pharmacotherapy.
The Tietz Textbook of Clinical Chemistry and Molecular Diagnostics, 6th Edition
provides the most current and authoritative guidance on selecting, performing, and
evaluating the results of new and established laboratory tests. This classic clinical
chemistry reference offers encyclopedic coverage detailing everything you need to
know, including: analytical criteria for the medical usefulness of laboratory tests,
variables that affect tests and results, laboratory medicine, applications of statistical
methods, and most importantly clinical utility and interpretation of laboratory tests. It is
THE definitive reference in clinical chemistry and molecular diagnostics, now fully
searchable and with quarterly content updates, podcasts, clinical cases, animations,
and extended content online through Expert Consult. Analytical criteria focus on the
medical usefulness of laboratory procedures. Reference ranges show new approaches
for establishing these ranges — and provide the latest information on this topic. Lab
management and costs gives students and chemists the practical information they need
to assess costs, allowing them to do their job more efficiently and effectively. Statistical
methods coverage provides you with information critical to the practice of clinical
chemistry. Internationally recognized chapter authors are considered among the best in
their field. Two-color design highlights important features, illustrations, and content to
help you find information easier and faster. NEW! Internationally recognized chapter
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authors are considered among the best in their field. NEW! Expert Consult features fully
searchable text, quarterly content updates, clinical case studies, animations, podcasts,
atlases, biochemical calculations, multiple-choice questions, links to Medline, an image
collection, and audio interviews. You will now enjoy an online version making utility of
this book even greater. UPDATED! Expanded Molecular Diagnostics section with 12
chapters that focus on emerging issues and techniques in the rapidly evolving and
important field of molecular diagnostics and genetics ensures this text is on the cutting
edge and of the most value. NEW! Comprehensive list of Reference Intervals for
children and adults with graphic displays developed using contemporary
instrumentation. NEW! Standard and international units of measure make this text
appropriate for any user — anywhere in the world. NEW! 22 new chapters that focus on
applications of mass spectrometry, hematology, transfusion medicine, microbiology,
biobanking, biomarker utility in the pharmaceutical industry and more! NEW! Expert
senior editors, Nader Rifai, Carl Wittwer and Rita Horvath, bring fresh perspectives and
help ensure the most current information is presented. UPDATED! Thoroughly revised
and peer-reviewed chapters provide you with the most current information possible.
This edition of Basic Skills in Interpreting Laboratory Data, 4th Edition is a case-based
learning tool that will enhance your skills in clinical lab test interpretation. It provides
fundamentals of interpreting lab test results not only for pharmacy students, but also for
practitioners as an aid in assessing patient drug-treatment responses. It is the only text
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written by and for pharmacists and provides case studies and practical information on
patient therapy.Since the publication of the third edition, much has changed—in the
clinical lab and in the hospital pharmacy. Consequently, the new fourth edition
incorporates significant revisions and a wealth of important new information. NEW TO
THIS EDITION: Three new chapters including new information on men’s health,
women’s health, and pharmacogenomics and laboratory tests. Mini-cases embedded
in each chapter provide therapy-related examples and reinforce important points made
in the text. Quickview Charts give an overview of important clinical information including
reference ranges and critical values. Learning Points focus on a clinical application of a
major concept present in the chapter.
Practical and concise, this manual is a quick, go-to reference for up-to-date clinical
material on today’s diagnostic testing and laboratory tests. Three convenient sections
provide quick access to key information on clinical laboratory testing, diagnostic
imaging, and diagnostic algorithms. Experienced author Dr. Fred Ferri uses a unique,
easy-to-follow format to simplify complex information and help you choose the best test
to supplement your clinical diagnostic skills. Features a new appendix on when to use
contrast agents in ordering CT and MRI scans. Discusses new modalities including
transient elastography (Fibroscan), CT enterography and CT enteroclysis. Provides
new comparison tables to easily evaluate the best test; new algorithms for evaluation of
immunodeficiency and hematochezia; and new tables and illustrations throughout to
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improve your test selection.
A complete full-color guide to medical test selection and test result interpretation
Laboratory Medicine is an essential text for medical students and residents studying
clinical pathology, medical technology students, and for practitioners working in a
clinical setting. By selecting the appropriate tests and interpreting the results correctly,
physicians using this book should be able to optimize patient outcomes and reduce the
cost of achieving a diagnosis. This full-color guide features an easy-to-follow, consistent
presentation for each disease discussed. Chapters begin with a brief description of the
disorder followed by a discussion that includes tables detailing the laboratory evaluation
of specific disorders, and coverage of diagnosis, baseline tests to exclude diagnostic
possibilities, and clinical indications that warrant further screening and special testing.
Features Updated to reflect the most current information 46 laboratory methods
presented in easy-to-understand illustrations which include information on the expense
and complexity of the assays More than 200 tables and full-color algorithms
encapsulate important information and facilitate understanding Full-color blood-smear
micrographs demonstrate common abnormal morphologies of red blood cells Valuable
learning aids in each chapter, including learning objectives, chapter outlines, and a
general introduction Extensive table of Clinical Laboratory Reference Values showing
the conversions between US and SI units for each value Coverage of genetic test
options that are now commonly used in clinical practice
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Bridging the gap between the clinical laboratory and medical management by relating
pathophysiology to analytical results in health and disease, this classic resource
provides the guidance necessary to select, perform, and evaluate the results of new
and established laboratory tests. Its up-to-date, encyclopedic coverage of the field
defines analytical criteria for the medical usefulness of laboratory procedures,
introduces new approaches for establishing reference ranges, describes variables that
affect tests and results, examines modern analytical tools and their impact on lab
management and costs, and demonstrates the applications of statistical methods. All
three editors are well known in the clinical chemistry world, and they bring a wealth of
expertise to this reference. Encompasses the tremendous strides made in clinical
laboratory medicine in recent years - keeping readers completely up to date. Nearly 800
tables and figures illustrate key issues in clinical chemistry. A comprehensive chapter
containing tables of reference values provides one location for comparing and
evaluating test results. A section has been added that contains 8 new chapters that
focus on emerging issues and techniques in molecular diagnostics and genetics. Coeditor David Bruns, the editor of Clinical Chemistry, provides an authoritative look into
laboratory medicine in general and specifically in the field of molecular technology.
The definitive and essential source of reference for all laboratories involved in the
analysis of human semen.
The clinical laboratory plays a critical role in the diagnosis and management of
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endocrine and related metabolic disorders, which are leading causes of morbidity and
mortality in children and adults. The Handbook of Diagnostic Endocrinology, Third
Edition, provides a ready reference for the evaluation, diagnosis, and monitoring of
such disorders. This revision incorporates translational medicine, connecting what
clinicians need to know with those in research providing a clinical context to which they
can relate their molecular findings. This book solves the needs of clinicians and
researchers by bringing together in one book endocrinology at the molecular and
clinical levels. As the intricacies of intracellular signaling have become better
understood, states of hormone resistance are now increasingly recognized. The most
common endocrinopathy in westernized countries, the metabolic syndrome, results, to
a large extent, from insulin resistance. The complexity of the circulating forms of various
hormones are acknowledged in this revision. Each chapter focuses on the biochemical
tests that are required, either in the basal state or following provocation or suppression,
to assist in the diagnosis of the various disorders Describes proper sample collection
and relevant interpretations of laboratory tests Contains essential molecular biology and
incorporates it with the clinical information Includes the discovery of new diagnostic and
treatment methods
Using a problem-based approach, Tietz's Applied Laboratory Medicine, Second Edition
presents interesting cases to illustrate the current use and interpretation of the most
commonly available clinical laboratory tests. The cases present detailed descriptions of
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the symptoms, diagnosis, and treatment of disease. The book begins with an up-to-date
general discussion of selection and use of laboratory diagnostic and prognostic tests.
Cases are then grouped by category, including cardiovascular, pulmonary, renal, liver,
gastrointestinal, endocrine, gynaecologic & obstetrical, haematological, CNS, lipid,
congenital, toxicological, infectious, and autoimmune diseases. Tietz's Applied
Laboratory Medicine, Second Edition: Presents over 100 cases organised by disease
group Reflects latest treatment and risk factor guidelines, testing algorithms and
recommendations Newly covers coagulopathies, infectious diseases, and autoimmune
diseases Provides excellent coverage of relevant pathophysiology and biochemistry,
and includes cases in molecular diagnostics Discusses legal implications This book is
an invaluable resource for all clinical chemists, clinical lab technologists, pathologists,
and allied health professionals. It is also of interest for general practitioners, residents,
medical students, and educators.
The landmark guide to internal medicine— updated and streamlined for today’s
students and clinicians The only place you can get ALL the great content found in the
two print volumes AND the acclaimed DVD in one convenient resource! Through six
decades, no resource has matched the authority, esteemed scholarship, and scientific
rigor of Harrison’s Principles of Internal Medicine. Capturing the countless advances
and developments across the full span of medicine, the new 19th edition of Harrison’s
provides a complete update of essential content related to disease pathogenesis,
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clinical trials, current diagnostic methods and imaging approaches, evidence-based
practice guidelines, and established and newly approved treatment methods. Here are
just a few of the outstanding features of the new Nineteenth Edition: Content is
practically organized around two basic themes: education and clinical practice The
teaching and learning sections cover foundational principles, cardinal manifestations of
disease and approach to differential diagnosis; the content devoted to clinical practice
focuses on disease pathogenesis and treatment NEW chapters on important topics
such as Men’s Health, The Impact of Global Warming on Infectious Diseases, Fatigue,
and many more Critical updates in management and therapeutics in Hepatitis,
Coronary Artery Disease, Ebola Virus Disease, Multiple Sclerosis, Diabetes,
Hypertension, Deep Vein Thrombosis and Pulmonary Embolism, Acute and Chronic
Kidney Disease, Inflammatory Bowel Disease, Lipoprotein Disorders, HIV and AIDS,
and more. Increased number of the popular Harrison’s clinical algorithms; clinically
relevant radiographic examples spanning hundreds of diseases; clinical-pathological
images in full color; crystal clear, full color drawings and illustrations and helpful tables
and summary lists that make clinical application of the content faster than ever
Outstanding multi-media resources including practical videos demonstrating essential
bedside procedures, physical examination techniques, endoscopic findings,
cardiovascular findings, are available for easy download Supporting the renowned
coverage are supplemental resources that reflect and assist modern medical practice:
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more than 1,000 full-color photographs to aid visual recognition skills, hundreds of stateof-the-art radiographs, from plain film to 3D CT to PET Scans; beautiful illustrations that
bring applied anatomy and processes to life; the renowned Harrison’s patient-care
algorithms, essential summary tables, and practical demonstrative videos. In addition,
several digital atlases highlight noninvasive imaging, percutaneous revascularization,
gastrointestinal endoscopy, diagnosis and management of vasculitis, and numerous
other issues commonly encountered in clinical practice. Acclaim for Harrison’s:
“Covering nearly every possible topic in the field of medicine, the book begins with a
phenomenal overview of clinical medicine, discussing important topics such as global
medicine, decision-making in clinical practice, the concepts of disease screening and
prevention, as well as the importance of medical disorders in specific groups (e.g.
women, surgical patients, end of life). The extensive chapters that follow focus on a
symptom-based presentation of disease and then illness organized by organ system.
Numerous tables, graphs, and figures add further clarity to the text." ...Written by
experts in the field, this book is updated with the latest advances in pathophysiology
and treatment. It is organized in a way that makes reading from beginning to end a
logical journey, yet each chapter can stand alone as a quick reference on a particular
topic. “ Doody’s Review Service reviewing the previous edition of Harrison’s
With more than 250 cases patient-profile case studies and more 2,000 questions with
answers and explanations, this book presents the challenges of real-life situations that
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pharmacists must address on the exams and in their practices. This book thoughly
prepares newly-graduated pharmacists for the NAPLEX and the MPJE (federal drug
law exam).
The acclaimed full-color guide to selecting the correct laboratory test and interpreting
the results –- covering ALL of clinical pathology A Doody’s Core Title for 2019!
Laboratory Medicine is the most comprehensive, user-friendly, and well-illustrated
guide available for learning how to order the correct laboratory test and understand the
clinical significance of the results. The book features an easy-to-follow, consistent
presentation for each disease discussed. Chapters begin with a brief description of the
disorder followed by a discussion that includes tables detailing the laboratory evaluation
of specific disorders, diagnosis, baseline tests to exclude diagnostic possibilities, and
clinical indications that warrant further screening and special testing. With new,
increasingly expensive and complicated tests appearing almost daily, Laboratory
Medicine, Third Edition is required reading for medical students, clinical laboratory
scientists, and healthcare professionals who want to keep abreast of the latest testing
procedures and maximize accuracy and patient safety. Features: •48 clinical laboratory
methods presented in easy-to-understand illustrations that include information on the
expense and complexity of the assays •More than 200 tables and full-color algorithms
that encapsulate important information and facilitate understanding •Full-color bloodsmear micrographs that demonstrate common abnormal morphologies of red blood
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cells •Valuable learning aids in each chapter, including learning objectives, chapter
outlines, and a general introduction -- and new to this edition: chapter-ending selfassessment Q&A •Logical systems-based organization that complements most
textbooks •Extensive table of Clinical Laboratory Reference Values that show the
conversions between U.S. and SI units for each value
A handbook that you will refer to throughout your entire pharmacy education! Pharmacy
Student Survival Guide is a one-of-a-kind roadmap for excelling in pharmacy practice
courses. A unique combination calculations, kinetics, drug information, medical
terminology, and laboratory data book all in one, the Guide helps you organize case
information, improve problem-solving skills, learn terminology, and impress faculty
during rounds. Pharmacy Student Survival Guide is presented in three sections that
span the entire pharmacy curriculum: Systems and Expectations covering etiquette,
ethics, communication, monitoring patients, and the function of a medical team Patient
Care Tool Box covering medical terminology, pharmacokinetics, laboratory data, and
physical assessment Topics in Pharmacy Practice addressing the practice of
community and institutional pharmacy, the pharmacists as drug information specialist,
managed care, public health, and global pharmacy Valuable for both introductory and
advanced practice courses, Pharmacy Student Survival Guide is the one book every
pharmacy student must own.
In an effort to simplify the complex world of laboratory testing and diagnosis, this easyPage 13/24
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to-use guidebook was developed by an experienced educator in response to student
demand. Using clear, easy-to-understand terminology, this everyday reference covers
common lab tests and testing methods. Causes of conditions, signs and symptoms, lab
findings, normal values and ranges, and interpretation of results are also addressed.
This resource covers the need-to-know aspects of lab tests and diagnoses with a
student-friendly approach, a focus on key content, and outstanding visual tools to help
engage the student in the subject matter. "Did You Know" boxes provide additional key
facts as quick references throughout the book! Every health care student and
professional needs this unique pocket-sized reference. Student-friendly design:
presents core content in an easy-to-understand approach Focus on key basic content
Outstanding pedagogical tools: including boxes, tables, photos, illustrations, figures,
learning outcomes and key terms help engage the student in the subject matter "Did
You Know" boxes: Providing additional key facts for quick reference throughout the
book
Known for its accuracy and easy-to-use format, Mosby’s Diagnostic & Laboratory Test
Reference 15th Edition is your one-stop source for all the latest testing information
needed in clinicals, class, and professional practice. Across the reference, tests are
organized alphabetically and include vital information such as alternate or abbreviated
test names, test explanation, normal and abnormal findings, possible critical values,
and guidelines to patient care before, during, and after the test. This fifteenth edition
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also includes nine new tests as well as the latest research surrounding each test
included in the reference. As with previous editions, every test entry begins on a new
page and all tests are cross-referenced throughout the book to simplify lookup. And
with the book’s compact size, durable cover, and practical A-to-Z thumb tabs, this
market-leading reference is the ideal choice for anyone wanting quick and easy access
to the very latest diagnostic and lab tests used in nursing practice today. Alphabetical
organization and A-to-Z thumb tabs makes finding the right information quick and easy.
Normal findings for adult, elderly, and pediatric patients are included where applicable
to provide complete clinical data. Abnormal findings are highlighted with directional
arrows. Possible critical values are highlighted to alert students to situations requiring
immediate intervention. Drug-related interfering factors are identified with icons to alert
students to the effects of pharmacologic agents on tests. User’s Guide to Test
Preparation and Performance provides an overview and guidelines for each type of
laboratory test and diagnostic procedure to ensure safety and accuracy. Common
Reference Ranges for males and females, along with Routine Blood and Urine Testing
information are located on the front endsheets for easy reference. Related tests are
cross-referenced making them easy to find. Tests listed by body system and test type in
an appendix enables students to quickly locate related studies. Abbreviations for tests
are provided on the endsheets, and symbols and units of measurement are listed in an
appendix. Streamlined format with each test entry beginning on a new page further
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simplifies navigation. Patient teaching-related care is identified with icons to indicate
information that should be shared with patients and their families. Durable cover helps
prevent the book from being damaged. NEW! Nine new test entries ensure the latest
tests and procedures. New tests cover the areas of bile acids, computed tomography
angiography, and marijuana. NEW! New content reflects the latest research on the
diagnostic values of results, accuracy of testing, and patient care and education for
each test.
Make sure you are thoroughly prepared to work in a clinical lab. Rodak’s Hematology:
Clinical Principles and Applications, 6th Edition uses hundreds of full-color
photomicrographs to help you understand the essentials of hematology. This new
edition shows how to accurately identify cells, simplifies hemostasis and thrombosis
concepts, and covers normal hematopoiesis through diseases of erythroid, myeloid,
lymphoid, and megakaryocytic origins. Easy to follow and understand, this book also
covers key topics including: working in a hematology lab; complementary testing areas
such as flow cytometry, cytogenetics, and molecular diagnostics; the parts and
functions of the cell; and laboratory testing of blood cells and body fluid cells.
UPDATED nearly 700 full-color illustrations and photomicrographs make it easier for
you to visualize hematology concepts and show what you’ll encounter in the lab, with
images appearing near their mentions in the text to minimize flipping pages back and
forth. UPDATED content throughout text reflects latest information on hematology.
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Instructions for lab procedures include sources of possible errors along with comments.
Hematology instruments are described, compared, and contrasted. Case studies in
each chapter provide opportunities to apply hematology concepts to real-life scenarios.
Hematology/hemostasis reference ranges are listed on the inside front and back covers
for quick reference. A bulleted summary makes it easy for you to review the important
points in every chapter. Learning objectives begin each chapter and indicate what you
should achieve, with review questions appearing at the end. A glossary of key terms
makes it easy to find and learn definitions. NEW! Additional content on cell structure
and receptors helps you learn to identify these organisms. NEW! New chapter on
Introduction to Hematology Malignancies provides and overview of diagnostic
technology and techniques used in the lab.
Tests presented in alphabetical order.
Mass Spectrometry for the Clinical Laboratory is an accessible guide to mass
spectrometry and the development, validation, and implementation of the most common
assays seen in clinical labs. It provides readers with practical examples for assay
development, and experimental design for validation to meet CLIA requirements,
appropriate interference testing, measuring, validation of ion suppression/matrix effects,
and quality control. These tools offer guidance on what type of instrumentation is
optimal for each assay, what options are available, and the pros and cons of each.
Readers will find a full set of tools that are either directly related to the assay they want
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to adopt or for an analogous assay they could use as an example. Written by expert
users of the most common assays found in a clinical laboratory (clinical chemists,
toxicologists, and clinical pathologists practicing mass spectrometry), the book lays out
how experts in the field have chosen their mass spectrometers, purchased, installed,
validated, and brought them on line for routine testing. The early chapters of the book
covers what the practitioners have learned from years of experience, the challenges
they have faced, and their recommendations on how to build and validate assays to
avoid problems. These chapters also include recommendations for maintaining
continuity of quality in testing. The later parts of the book focuses on specific types of
assays (therapeutic drugs, Vitamin D, hormones, etc.). Each chapter in this section has
been written by an expert practitioner of an assay that is currently running in his or her
clinical lab. Provides readers with the keys to choosing, installing, and validating a
mass spectrometry platform Offers tools to evaluate, validate, and troubleshoot the
most common assays seen in clinical pathology labs Explains validation, ion
suppression, interference testing, and quality control design to the detail that is required
for implementation in the lab
The 3rd edition presents information on common tests as well as rare and highly
specialized tests and procedures. Biological variables that may affect test results are
discussed, and a focus is placed on reference ranges, diagnostic information, clinical
interpretation of laboratory data, interferences, and specimen types. Includes a section
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on molecular pathology, and tests have been added in the areas of endocrinology,
immunochemistry, serologic hepatitis testing, and more.
A quick reference distilled from the world's leading hematology text -- perfect when you
need on-the-spot answers on rounds or in the clinic New full-color presentation! Edited
by the leading figures in global hematology and distilled from the classicWilliams
Hematology, 8e, this is the fasted and most convenient way for students, residents,
fellows, and clincians to access authoritative information on more than 100 hematologic
diseases and their management. Features: NEW full-color design includes images of
blood and clinical specimans conveniently appearing near the descriptive text
EXANDED COVERAGE of all the lymphomas, genetics and genomics, NEW coverage
of frontline therapies, EXPANDED coverage of targeted and monocional therapies for
hematological disease Carefully edited to present only the most clinical, point-of-care
facts
An aid to determine the possible cause of laboratory test abnormalities encountered in
clinical practice. Sections include laboratory test index, disease keyword index,
laboratory test listings, disease listings by ICD-9CM classification, and references.
Provides data in an objects form that relates to the patient's health -- Back cover.

The global burden of neurological infectious diseases is huge. Sometimes the
diagnosis is straightforward. On other occasions it may be difficult, especially
because of the overlap with inflammatory neurological conditions. Delays or
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missed diagnoses can have devastating consequences for patients. This book
brings together adult and pediatric clinical cases in neurological infection and
inflammation, including important conditions for both developed countries and
resource-poor settings. Clinical case studies are recognized as a useful learning
tool for clinicians at all stages in their careers. Each real case works through the
history, examination, and investigation findings to the diagnosis and treatment
pathway. This is followed by discussion of the key issues, with the inclusion of
historical or quirky facts. Many cases are supported online by a certified postcase quiz, testing the reader's clinical reasoning, integrative thinking, and
problem-solving.
Practicing specialists in pathology, laboratory medicine, and obstetrics
comprehensively summarize the latest scientific findings and their experiences in
the use and interpretation of laboratory testing in patients who are pregnant or
experiencing recurrent pregnancy loss. Topics of interest include the effects of
normal physiological changes on test results, test selection for diagnosis,
changes in reference ranges, monitoring the pregnant patient, new technologies,
and the limitations of laboratory testing. The authors not only clearly explain
currently used test methods and technologies for the nontechnical reader, but
also provide comprehensive details for laboratory professionals. The
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comprehensive appendix that compiles published normal reference ranges by
first, second, and third trimester consttitutes an excellent resource for
professionals caring for pregnant women.
Laboratory Medicine in Psychiatry and Behavioral Science is the only current
book of its kind on the market, and the only laboratory reference to which
psychiatrists and behavioral health clinicians can turn to find content that is
directly related to their work.
A quick guide to appropriately selecting and interpreting laboratory tests, Small
Animal Clinical Diagnosis by Laboratory Methods, 5th Edition helps you utilize
your in-house lab or your specialty reference lab to efficiently make accurate
diagnoses without running a plethora of unnecessary and low-yield tests. It
provides answers to commonly asked questions relating to laboratory tests, and
solutions to frequently encountered problems in small animal diagnosis. For easy
reference, information is provided by clinical presentation and abnormalities, and
includes hundreds of tables, boxes, key points, and algorithms. This edition, now
in full color, is updated with the latest advances in laboratory testing methods and
diagnostic problem solving. Written by noted educators Dr. Michael Willard and
Dr. Harold Tvedten, this book may be used as an on-the-spot guide to specific
problems or conditions as well as a reference for more detailed research on
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difficult cases. Concise discussions address laboratory approaches to various
disorders, possible conclusions from various test results, artifacts and errors in
diagnoses, and interpretations leading to various diagnoses. Hundreds of tables,
boxes, algorithms, and key points offer at-a-glance information including
cautions, common pitfalls, and helpful "pearls," and lead to proper differential and
clinical diagnostic decision making. Note boxes identify key considerations in
correlating clinical signs with test data for accurate diagnoses, highlight safety
precautions, and offer helpful tips for sample preparation and interpretation.
Chapters on laboratory diagnostic toxicology and therapeutic drug monitoring
help in handling potentially fatal poisonings and other special situations. Expert
editors and contributors provide clinical knowledge and successful diagnostic
problem-solving solutions. A practical appendix lists referral laboratories that may
be contacted for certain diseases, and reference values with the normal or
expected range for coagulation, hematology, and more. Updated coverage
integrates the newest advances in testing methods and diagnostic problem
solving. Full-color photos and schematic drawings are placed adjacent to related
text, and accurately depict diagnostic features on microscopic slide preparations
as well as test procedures and techniques.
This new edition of Norbert Tietz's classic handbook presents information on
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common tests as well as rare and highly specialized tests and procedures including a summary of the utility and merit of each test. Biological variables that
may affect test results are discussed, and a focus is placed on reference ranges,
diagnostic information, clinical interpretation of laboratory data, interferences, and
specimen types. New and updated content has been added in all areas, with over
100 new tests added. Tests are divided into 8 main sections and arranged
alphabetically. Each test includes necessary information such as test name (or
disorder) and method, specimens and special requirements, reference ranges,
chemical interferences and in vivo effects, kinetic values, diagnostic information,
factors influencing drug disposition, and clinical comments and remarks. The
most current and relevant tests are included; outdated tests have been
eliminated. Test index (with extensive cross references) and disease index
provide the reader with an easy way to find necessary information Four new
sections in key areas (Preanalytical, Flow Cytometry, Pharmacogenomics, and
Allergy) make this edition current and useful. New editor Alan Wu, who
specializes in Clinical Chemistry and Toxicology, brings a wealth of experience
and expertise to this edition. The Molecular Diagnostics section has been greatly
expanded due to the increased prevalence of new molecular techniques being
used in laboratories. References are now found after each test, rather than at the
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end of each section, for easier access.
Accurate Results in the Clinical Laboratory: A Guide to Error Detection and
Correction, Second Edition, provides a comprehensive review of the factors
leading to errors in all areas of clinical laboratory testing. This trusted guide
addresses interference issues in all laboratory tests, including patient
epigenetics, processes of specimen collection, enzymes and biomarkers.
Clinicians and laboratory scientists will both benefit from this reference that
applies discussions to both accurate specimen analysis and optimal patient care.
Hence, this is the perfect reference for clinical laboratorians, from trainees, to
experienced pathologists and directors. Provides comprehensive coverage
across endocrine, oncology, hematology, immunohistochemistry, immunology,
serology, microbiology, and molecular testing Includes new case studies that
highlight clinical relevance and errors to avoid Highlights the best titles published
within a variety of medical specialties Reviewed by medical librarians and content
specialists, with key selections compiled in their annual list
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